
GIGWorld Inc company Vision



Chan Heng Fai

“...Health, wealth and happiness. To me these are the 
three core most important element in life everybody 
have to learn.”



GIG World.

An integrated platform that empowers communities to Learn, Share, 

Connect and Create Value for the Gig Economy



GIGWorld Services & Solutions

GIGWorld App

GIG Economy 

Network Marketing Solution

AIO

All-in-one 

Global Payment 

Solution

SRx

Smart Reward Exchange 

Platform



GIGWorld App

Innovative social network business solution for 
Network Marketing Company



GIGWorld App core elements for MLM network

SocialBackOfficeeCommerce

3 keys core elements in GIGWorld App.



Generating revenue growth is important. 

Therefore our team will integrate your 

Ecommerce website into GIGWorld App.

Leaders, Members and Users can now 

purchase products directly from GiGWorld

app.

Merge your eCommerce into Mobile App



Our work is not done when a sales is complete. 

We still need to deliver on our promises. 

Therefore, GIGWorld app right now has a back 

office fulfillment system. Because it is mobile, 

leaders and members can use the back-office 

system on the go!

Access the Back-Office in GIGworld



As with all community, continuous 

engagement is important. Cause if we are 

out of sight, we are out of mind.

Right now, with GIGWorld app, leaders and 

members can engage with each other, 

through direct chats or channels.

Build your own Social Network



Users can now create and schedule a 

Zoom conference call directly through 

GIGWorld App. The users will be able to 

view the list of schedules and share the 

conference call invitations to GIGWorld App 

Channel.

Zoom Integration



Sometimes, creating a sense of tribe is key to creating a great 

team. GIGWorld app now allow leaders to send a messages 

exclusively only to their downlines. 

Leaders in the admin level can also further send selective 

messages to be sent to specific groups in the downline. 

Like group that are performing or non performing, or from a 

specific geographic location.

Broadcast Message to Downlines



In App Voice and Video Call Features

Whatsapp fatigue, it is a problem especially 

prevalent in our always on society. To help 

maintain the mental health of our community, 

GIGWorld is now able to make voice and video 

calls in side the app. In addition to the existing 

features of social chat and channel.

This allows our community to keep their private 

and work separate. To separate the noise versus 

signal in communications.



SRx Smart Reward Exchange

A reward exchange platform for small medium size 
merchant in Asia



SRx core elements for SME mechant 

SocialCRMeCommerce

4 keys core elements in SRx Platform.

Customer Services



Merchant's customer can use the Smart 

reward Exchange platform to manage 

and redeem all their loyalty point, 

ecoupons in one app.

One stop CRM Integration platform 



Member Dashboard

The users will be able to view their own user 

profile with personal QR code.

This QR code can be used for loyalty point 

redeem or other marketing promotion.



e-Coupon for different Merchant in one place

All the e-coupons can be found in the App. 

Member can easily use the coupon in the retails 

store.

Member can add their manage their coupon, 

grouping them into “liked”, checking the coupon 

they used and viewing the expired coupon  



AIO 
All in one Global payment solution



History of Electronic Payments

1990

First payment 

processing on the web

2020

Adoption of next generation 
technologies like cryptocurrencies.

1950

Diner’s Club establish 

itself as the first credit 

card company

1970

More reliance on 
electronics, ACH was 
developed and NACHA 
rules set



How Payment Industry Technology Works



- Expensive credit card and processing fees

- Compliance issues

- Upfront fees

- Setup and operational complexity

- Fraudulent Activities
- Online phishing

- Data theft

- Chargebacks

- Friendly frauds

- Product replacement frauds

- Fraudulent credit card transactions

Industry Background and Challenges



AIO Pay Vision



Q&A


